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that " precipitated sulphide of copper is rapidly dissolved, and also a sooty form of. the same substance occasionally met with as a mineral occurring in ores. On the other hand, fused copper matte is scarcely acted on at all, and in a great many cases the same may be said of the hard dense sulphides of copper usually found in nature. Sulphide of zinc exhibits the same differences of behaviour : the ' black-jack' concentrates of the Ravens wood Mine, Queensland, can be treated with good results, little zinc being dissolved. Again, oxide of copper, if freshly precipitated, is strongly acted" on by the cyanide, but if it is heated to dull redness in a muffle it becomes insoluble, and a large excess of this material added to a gold ore makes no difference in the percentage of extraction, while the consumption of cyanide is not increased by its presence. The action of cyanide solutions on sulphide of silver is similarly dependent on its physical state.55
Prof. Christy's experiments on the electromotive force of metals and minerals in cyanide solutions, compared with Ostwald's normal electrode, show * that many minerals tend to be less rapidly dissolved than pure metallic gold. The following table is abridged from the one given by him:—
TABLE XXXI.
OSTWALD'S NORMAL ELECTRODE =
I
- 0-50 Volt.

YKCyoi-6-5%.
— KCyorO-Go'Yo.   j
— KCyorO-OGo0/,,.
•
E.M.F. in Volts.
E.M.F. in Volts.
E.M.F. in Volts.
Zinc, commercial,
Not given.
+ 0-77
+ 0-59
Bornite,   .
+045
+ 0-25
— 0-16
Gold, pure,
+ 0-37
+ 0-23
+0-09
Silver, pure,
+ 0-33
+ 0-15
-0-05
Copper glance, . Lead,
+ 0-29 (?) +0-13
+ 0-25 + 0-05
+ 0-05          1 + 0-01
Mercury, pure, .
-0-09
+ 0-01
-0-11
Gold, amalgamated, . Niccolite,
-o-ii
-6-17
— 0-13 -044
Iron,
-0-17
-0-24
-0-24
Chalcopyrite, Pyrite,     . Galena,    .
-0-20
-0-28 — 0-28
-0-34 -042 -048
—0-44 -048 -0-52
Argentite, Berthierite,
-0-28 -0-30
-0-56 -0-52
— 0-55 (?) -0-52
Magnetic pyrites, Fahlore,   .
-0-30 -0-36
-040 0-52
— 0-54 -0-52
Mispickel, Cuprite,   . Electric light carbon, Blende,    ...
-040 -043 -046
-048
045 '          —0-55 1          -0-52 (?) -0-52
-0-54 -0-57 —0-57 — 0-55          j
Boulangerite,    . Bournonitc,
-0-50 -0-50
-0-55 -0-55
— 0-55 -0-56
Ruby silver ore, Stephanite, Stibnite,  .
— 0-54 -0-54 — 0-56
-0-53 (?) -0-55 -0-56
—0-54 -0-52 (?) -0-56
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